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Name tapes and labels itself says it all. There are three types of Name tapes and labels, and they
are the woven name tapes which are normally very suitable for sewing into clothing or any types of
clothes, which may be children school bags too. Technically they are termed as colour fast and
suitable for boil washes, which means these labels can be washed in hot water and it does not
looses itâ€™s colour. The other type is the iron labels, which are not meant to be sewed, but to be
ironed, but there are chances of such labels to be washed or peeled off, during the washing of the
clothes, and the last is the property labels, which is normally the metallic labels, which can be
peeled and stuck on bags and shoes, and strictly not meant for any garments.

With the above labels to be more commercial, we have the personalized woven labels. The names
tell it all. These are used not to misplace own belongings, or the labels help track the misplaced
items. All manufacturing hose do not produce fabric labels, since they are costly in making. The
personalized woven labels are expensive, agreed, but are environment and friendly. Environment
means, there are no much chemicals used in the designing of pictures or logos, and user friendly
denotes to the fact that they can be easily stitched, or stuck, which cannot be peels off, no matter
how hard one tries.

The next in the row are the satin labels, which are again the wove labels, and are made of polyester
based lustrous thread. They are normally soft and smooth and the softness of the same detects
their quality or rather judges the standard. Countries like Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe are
known to reverse satin labels, means the labels which gives a dimensional look with sheen and
matte finish. These countries possess ultrasonic cutters which gives a very smooth edge, if the label
should come in contact with the skin.

With this bit of talk, lets go a step back, and sum up regarding clothing label manufacturers, since
one must now what are the features and the principles that they abide by in the manufacturing of the
labels. All merchandisers have their own type of requirements, and cheaper the rate with
satisfactory quality grabs the market. The labels should be trim and up to the qualities. The clothing
label manufacturers should be handy with their samples, and they should be just the same with that
of the supplied lot.  The printed clothing labels that these manufacturers make are normally perfect
in colour matching, and should have strong hold on colours, lest it does not get washed away with
the detergents. The printing facilities of cloth labels provide strong product consistency. The
specifications and the data integrity are the integral part of the function of printed clothing labels.
After production, every bit of the label goes through rigorous testing and colour control procedures,
only to ensure that they are meant to be handled without care.
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